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Firefly - the Big Damn Cookbook
While trying to figure out if the mysterious masked man known as Baron
Cauchemar is truly the force for good that he seems, Sherlock Holmes and Dr.
Watson embark on one of their strangest adventures yet. Original.

Crimson Peak: The Official Movie Novelization
Five hundred years in the future, Captain Mal Reynolds and his crew aboard the
Serenity get more than they bargained for when they take on two passengers who
are fugitives from an omnipotent consortium that dominates the galaxy.

The Ascension Machine
From Joss Whedon (Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Marvel’s The Avengers) comes a new
era of Firefly, as the definitive story of the Unification War is told at last! Serenity’s
crew is divided, as Captain Malcolm “Mal” Reynolds and his First Mate Zoe
Washburn are arrested for crimes committed during the Unification War and they
each are forced to choose a side. But Mal and Zoe aren’t ready to go quietly, and
after escaping from the Unificators, bounty hunters sent by the government to
bring them to trial, they find themselves stranded on a far flung planet, with
nothing but each other—and the memories of their many mistakes—for company.
War can make villains of even the best men, and their quest for redemption will
put them at odds with their crew, their familyand each other, forcing them to make
a choice: fix the past or fight for the future. Collects issues #5-8.

Untied Kingdom
Welcome to the Justice Academy - the galaxy's best superhero college! Teen grifter
Grey arrives at the school carrying a lie: he isn't really tech heir Mirabor Gravane.
At the first opportunity Grey plans to leave the Academy. That is until he makes
the mistake of starting to like his fellow students. The Justice Academy promises to
"equip you with the skills to be the hero the galaxy needs" and Grey is beginning
to believe the hype. But as he takes more risks to protect his secret, events spiral
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out of his control. When the real Gravane is kidnapped, Grey and his new friends
must come together to mount a rescue and defend a city from an attack by hostile
super-powered aliens. If he is to succeed, or even survive, Grey must decide who
he is, and does he want to be a superhero?

Firefly - Big Damn Hero
A new collection of all the graphic novel sequels to Joss Whedon’s hit television
series Firefly and acclaimed film continuation Serenity. COLLECTING THE OFFICIAL
SEQUELS TO THE HIT TV SERIES & FILM! Visionary writer & direct Joss Wheson’s
(Marvel’s The Avengers, Buffy The Vampire Slayer) cult hit TV show Firefly returns
in these official sequels, collected for the first time in a single volume. Discover
new heists, new adventures and the secret histories of fan-favorite character
Shepherd Book, as well as the covert operatives known only as the Blue Gloves. A
star-studded group of creators including Joss Whedon, Zack Whedon, Chris Samnee
(Daredevil), Fábio Moon (Daytripper), Georges Jeanty (Buffy The Vampire Slayer:
Season 8), Laura Martin (Astonishing X-Men, Star Wars), actor/comedian Patton
Oswalt and more take the crew of Serenity on new adventures no fan can afford to
miss! Collects Serenity: Those Left Behind #1-3, Serenity: Better Days #1-3,
Serenity: The Shepherd’s Tale, Serenity: Float Out #1, Serenity: Leaves On The
Wind #1-6, Serenity: No Power In The ‘Verse #1-6 and more rare stories.

Trading In Danger
During a mysterious blackout, Angelo DeMarco, the son of New York City’s most
powerful family, is kidnapped. NYPD detectives Catherine Chandler and Tess
Vargas are on the case when they learn of a second missing person: Cat’s father
has disappeared from his prison cell on Rikers Island. Vincent is desperate to help
Cat, but as tensions rise, the couple becomes caught in a trap where the only way
out is to confront their pasts and prove their epic love.

Firefly - Big Damn Hero
The world is broken Corban wants nothing more than to be a warrior under King
Brenin's rule - to protect and serve. But that day will come all too soon. And the
price he pays will be in blood. Evnis has sacrificed - too much it seems. But what
he wants - the power to rule -- will soon be in his grasp. And nothing will stop him
once he has started on his path. Veradis is the newest member of the warband for
the High Prince, Nathair. He is one of the most skilled swordsman to come out of
his homeland, yet he is always under the shadow of his older brother. Nathair has
ideas - and a lot of plans. Many of them don't involve his father, the High King
Aquilus. Nor does he agree with his father's idea to summon his fellow kings to
council. The Banished Lands has a violent past where armies of men and giants
clashed in battle, but now giants are seen, the stones weep blood and giant wyrms
are stirring. Those who can still read the signs see a threat far greater than the
ancient wars. For if the Black Sun gains ascendancy, mankind's hopes and dreams
will fall to dust and it can never be made whole again. MALICE is a dark epic
fantasy tale of blind greed, ambition, and betrayal.
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Firefly Legacy Deluxe Edition
From 1977 to the end of 1986, Duncan McNab was a member of the NSW Police
Force. Most of his service was in criminal investigation. The many unsolved deaths
and disappearances of young gay men are the crimes that continue to haunt him.
Around 80 men died or disappeared in NSW from the late 70s to early 90s during
an epidemic of gay-hate crimes. The line between a vicious assault and murder is a
slender one and this was a time of brutal attacks on gay men, featuring gangs of
young thugs like the 'Parkside Killers' and 'Bondi Boys', who took to the growing
gay rights community with fists and feet. Even more troubling are incidents in
which gay men disappeared and have never been found, or where deaths were
initially dismissed by the NSW Police as either misadventure or suicide. We now
know that a number of these men were hunted down by gangs and thrown over
beachside cliffs near the nation's top tourist spots. Investigation of crimes against
gay men wasn't always high on the list of priorities for the police and over twenty
years later they are still slow to come to grips with their own dismal track record.
The families of the victims, and some journalists, have not given up and continue
to push the NSW Police Force for more answers. This book is the story of a unique
time in our history when social change, politics, devastating disease and police
culture collided, and you could get away with murder.

Firefly: The Unification War
The Firefly Encyclopedia is a lavish guide to Joss Whedon's much-loved creation.
The book includes a detailed timeline of events, in-depth character studies from
Badger to Zoe, a guide to the science of the show, and sections of script with
accompanying notes from the author. Alongside all of this are countless images of
the characters, ships, weapons, props and sets. This is a must-have item for all
fans of the 'Verse.

Malice
A new era of Firefly canon in the fourth original novel tie-in of the much-missed
Firefly series from creator Joss Whedon. A mysterious star map On an Outer Rim
moon, Captain Malcolm Reynolds ends a card game the lucky winner of an old map
covered in mysterious symbols. The former owner insists it's worthless; back on
Serenity, River Tam is able to interpret it. An ancient legend River claims the map
points the way to one of the Arks: legendary generation ships that brought humans
from Earth- That-Was to the 'Verse. The salvage potential alone is staggering. A
drifting relic As the crew approach the aged floating ship, they find it isn't quite as
dead as it first seemed. The closer they get, the more agitated River becomes. She
claims something is waiting on board, something powerful, and very angry

The Age of Odin
Collects three "Firefly" companions that present exclusive material from the
popular television series, including interviews from the cast and crew, storyboards,
production photographs, and discussions of the "Firefly" fandom.
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Sherlock Holmes - The Labyrinth of Death
Thrown out of the Space Academy in disgrace, Ky Vatta, the daughter of a leading
interstellar trading dynasty, is given the chance to redeem herself by captaining
one of Vatta's oldest ships on its voyage to the scrapyards, but her journey takes
on unexpected challenges when she finds herself and her crew trapped in the
middle of a colonial war, in the first volume in a new military science fiction series.
Reprint.

Sherlock Holmes and the Christmas Demon
The new Sherlock Holmes novel from the New York Times bestselling author of The
Age of Odin and Firefly - Big Damn Hero. It is 1890, and in the days before
Christmas Sherlock Holmes and Dr John Watson are visited at Baker Street by a
new client. Eve Allerthorpe - eldest daughter of a grand but somewhat eccentric
Yorkshire-based dynasty - is greatly distressed, as she believes she is being
haunted by a demonic Christmas spirit. Her late mother told her terrifying tales of
the sinister Black Thurrick, and Eve is sure that she has seen the creature from her
bedroom window. What is more, she has begun to receive mysterious parcels of
birch twigs, the Black Thurrick's calling card Eve stands to inherit a fortune if she is
sound in mind, but it seems that something - or someone - is threatening her
sanity. Holmes and Watson travel to the Allerthorpe family seat at Fellscar Keep to
investigate, but soon discover that there is more to the case than at first appeared.
There is another spirit haunting the family, and when a member of the household
is found dead, the companions realise that no one is beyond suspicion.

Alien: River of Pain (Novel #3)
They live amongst us, abhored, marginalised, despised. They are vampires, known
politely as Sunless. The job of policing their community falls to the men and
women of the Sunless Housing and Disclosure Executive - SHADE. Captain John
Redlaw is London's most feared and respected SHADE officer. But when the
vampires start rioting within their ghettoes, and angry humans respond with
violence of their own, even Redlaw may not be able to keep the peace. Especially
when political forces are aligning to introduce a radical answer to the Sunless
problem, one that will resolve the situation once and for all

Lightless
Presents exclusive material from the popular television series, including interviews
from the cast and crew, storyboards, production photographs, discussions of the
"Firefly" fandom, and four short stories continuing their adventures.

Firefly
When Ellen Ripley finally returns to Earth, she learns that the planet LV-426—now
called Acheron—has been colonized. But LV-426 is where Ripley and the crew of
the Nostromo found the original Xenomorph—the killing machine known as the
Alien. Protected by the Colonial Marines, the colonists seek to terraform the stormPage 4/13
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swept planet. Two such residents are Anne and Russell Jorden, seeking a fortune
that eluded them on Earth. On Acheron, Anne gives birth to the colony’s first
newborn. Rebecca Jordan, also known as Newt. The wildcatters discover a vast,
decaying spaceship. The horseshoe-shaped vessel is of particular interest to
Weyland-Yutani, and may be the answer to their dreams. But what Anne and Russ
find on board proves to be the stuff, not of dreams, but of nightmares. Alien TM &
© 1979, 2013 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

Sherlock Holmes
CLASSIC SF—NOW AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK FOR THE FIRST TIME! After a series of
disastrous political decisions the United Kingdom has finally fallen foul of the
International Community. Ostracized and bombed at random, the country has
fallen apart. With the infrastructure in ruins, tiny communities struggle on relying
on ancient traditions and myth for their structure and identity. In the village of
Downbourne the mayor has styled himself the Green Man. But even he is
powerless to stop a raid on the village by a London based gang who kidnap a
number of the village’s women. One of them is the schoolmaster’s wife. Their
marriage was an arid disaster, but the schoolmaster feels bound to do the right
thing and sets off on a journey through an England at once terrifying and magical
to get her back. But does this particular damsel even want to be rescued?

Serenity Volume 3: The Shepherd's Tale
The first original novel tying into the critically acclaimed and much-missed Firefly
series from creator Joss Whedon. The Battle of Serenity Valley was the turning
point that led the Independents to their defeat at the hands of the Alliance. Yet the
Browncoats had held the valley for weeks against all odds, before being ordered to
lay down their arms. Command stated they refused to send in airpower because
the ground war was “too hot.” But the soldiers who were there insist that was not
true While picking up a new cargo on Persephone, Captain Malcolm Reynolds is
kidnapped by a bunch of embittered veteran Browncoats who suspect him of
sabotaging the Independents during the war. As the rest of the crew struggle to
locate him, Mal is placed on trial for his life, fighting compelling evidence that
someone did indeed betray them to the Alliance all those years ago. As old
comrades and old rivals crawl out of the woodwork, Mal must prove his innocence,
but his captors are desperate and destitute, and will settle for nothing less than the
culprit’s blood.

Redlaw
Return to the critically-acclaimed world of Joss Whedon’s Firefly and Serenity, in an
all new graphic novel spotlighting Hoban “Wash” Washburne, pilot of the spaceship
Serenitywho has just realized he’s about to die. As Wash’s life flashes before him,
he revisits untold moments in his life, from growing up on a planet ravaged by
pollution, to meeting the woman of his dreams in Zoe. And in those final moments,
Wash will reach out to connect with a surprising someone he never thought
possible to meetproving that some bonds transcend our mortal coils. With original
short stories from superstar creative teams, learn the untold past, present, and
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maybe even future of the best pilot in the ‘Verse—Hoban “Wash” Washburne."

Beauty & the Beast: Vendetta
The second original novel tying into the critically acclaimed and much-missed
Firefly series from creator Joss Whedon. The second original novel from the muchmissed Space Western Firefly, produced with Joss Whedon as consulting editor, set
between the TV series and the movie Serenity. A cosmic cry for help Captain Mal
Reynolds is in a fix. He’d like nothing more than to find honest smuggling work that
stays under the Alliance’s radar and keeps the good ship Serenity in the sky. But
when an old flame of Jayne Cobb’s sends a desperate plea across the galaxy, his
crew has other ideas. A cut-throat bandit On the arid, far-flung world of Thetis, the
terrifying Elias Vandal is threatening to overrun the town of Coogan’s Bluff with his
trigger-happy army. He wants control of the only thing standing between its people
and dustbowl ruin: their water supply. The Magnificent Nine When the crew land at
the hardscrabble desert outpost, they discover two things: a savage outlaw gang
who will stop at nothing to get what they want, and that Jayne’s former girlfriend,
Temperance, is singlehandedly raising a teenage daughter, born less than a year
after she and Jayne parted ways. A daughter by the name of Jane McCloud

Getting Away With Murder
Detective Catherine Chandler is on a mission to unveil the truth behind her past
and discover the secrets surrounding her family. Yet, things become more
complicated when she becomes romantically involved with the handsome doctor
Vincent Keller, who harbors a dark secret of his own - he turns into a terrifying
beast when angered. Together, they struggle to maintain their relationship whilst
being pursued by the mysterious organization known as Muirfield.

Serenity Found
The first original novel tying into the critically acclaimed and much-missed Firefly
series from creator Joss Whedon. The Battle of Serenity Valley was the turning
point that led the Independents to their defeat at the hands of the Alliance. Yet the
Browncoats had held the valley for weeks against all odds, before being ordered to
lay down their arms. Command stated they refused to send in airpower because
the ground war was "too hot." But the soldiers who were there insist that was not
true While picking up a new cargo on Persephone, Captain Malcolm Reynolds is
kidnapped by a bunch of embittered veteran Browncoats who suspect him of
sabotaging the Independents during the war. As the rest of the crew struggle to
locate him, Mal is placed on trial for his life, fighting compelling evidence that
someone did indeed betray them to the Alliance all those years ago. As old
comrades and old rivals crawl out of the woodwork, Mal must prove his innocence,
but his captors are desperate and destitute, and will settle for nothing less than the
culprit's blood.

Firefly #1
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BUZZFEED AND KIRKUS
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REVIEWS • With deeply moving human drama, nail-biting suspense—and bold
speculation informed by a degree in physics—C. A. Higgins spins a riveting science
fiction debut guaranteed to catapult readers beyond their expectations. Serving
aboard the Ananke, an experimental military spacecraft launched by the ruthless
organization that rules Earth and its solar system, computer scientist Althea has
established an intense emotional bond—not with any of her crewmates, but with
the ship’s electronic systems, which speak more deeply to her analytical mind than
human feelings do. But when a pair of fugitive terrorists gain access to the Ananke,
Althea must draw upon her heart and soul for the strength to defend her beloved
ship. While one of the saboteurs remains at large somewhere on board, his
captured partner—the enigmatic Ivan—may prove to be more dangerous. The
perversely fascinating criminal whose silver tongue is his most effective weapon
has long evaded the authorities’ most relentless surveillance—and kept the truth
about his methods and motives well hidden. As the ship’s systems begin to
malfunction and the claustrophobic atmosphere is increasingly poisoned by
distrust and suspicion, it falls to Althea to penetrate the prisoner’s layers of
intrigue and deception before all is lost. But when the true nature of Ivan’s mission
is exposed, it will change Althea forever—if it doesn’t kill her first. Praise for
Lightless “Gripping . . . sci-fi flavored with a hint of thriller.”—New York Daily News
“[A] measured, lovely science-fiction debut [that is] more psychological thriller . . .
contained, disciplined, tense . . . The plot is compulsive. . . . Lightless is the first of
a planned series, and you can’t help looking forward to learning what’s next.”—The
New York Times “Lightless is full of suspense and fun as hell to read.”—BuzzFeed
“Absolutely brilliant . . . This is science fiction as it is meant to be done: scientific
concepts wedded to and built upon human ideals.”—Seanan McGuire, New York
Times bestselling author of the October Daye series “The stakes in this story are
high—life and death, rebellion and betrayal—and debut novelist Higgins continually
ratchets up the tension. . . . A suspenseful, emotional story that asks plenty of big
questions about identity and freedom, this is a debut not to be missed.”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) “A taut, suspenseful read.”—Tech Times “Lightless is an
exercise in lighting a very slow fuse and building the tension to an unbearable
pitch while making us guess just how apocalyptic the ultimate explosion will be. . .
. It is a high-wire act, a wonderment, and a fine accomplishment from a name we’ll
be seeing again.”—Sci Fi From the Hardcover edition.

Firefly
CLASSIC SF—NOW AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK FOR THE FIRST TIME! The Families.
Insanely rich and richly insane. With world-spanning business interests, glamour
and power, they are monarchs, Mafia and movie stars rolled into one. Since the
Borgias and Medicis united in the 17th century the Families have transfixed,
transformed and ruled the world. Top British Family the Gleeds are hosting the
social event of the year, their annual ball. Venice has been reconstructed in the
grounds of their estate and should provide the perfect romantic backdrop for
Provender—their disaffected heir upon whom the Family line depends—to finally
find a wife. But Provender shows no sign of settling down with any of the social
beauties his mother parades before him and in the moment when love does begin
to blossom, Provender is kidnapped by an anti-Familial revolutionary. The future of
the Gleeds, and of Europe, depends on the skills of two Anagrammatic
Detectives—while Provender’s own future depends on the dark eyes and equally
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dark wit of a girl called Is. “Provender Gleed emerges as some of its author’s best
work thus far. Its satire strikes vigorously home in the end, and its motivating love
story is wonderfully conceived and handled.” Nick Gevers, Locus “Pick up James
Lovegrove’s latest novel and you can rest assured that you are in the safe hands of
a master craftsman. There a few things sweeter than reading a writer who’s so
absolutely in love with the English language, and Lovegrove is clearly head over
heels.” SFX “This is a book about quiet competence—Provender and Isis, his
kidnapper’s accomplice, are one of the more charming couples in recent fiction
because they are both too smart and too able for simple romance. An entirely
quieter sort of British SF.” Roz Kaveney, Time Out “Provender Gleed shows, if more
evidence was required, that James Lovegrove is one of the foremost novelists of
his generation.” Interzone

Serenity
A lot has happened since Finding Serenity. We learned River’s secret; Mal took on
the Alliance. Our favorite crew became Big Damn Heroes. And the Browncoats
proved that hard work, passion and a little fan coordination can do the impossible.
Serenity Found takes the contents of Finding Serenity even further, exploring not
just the show but the events of the film as well, to create an anthology that’s even
more thought-provoking, fascinating and far-thinking than its predecessor. *
Acclaimed science fiction author Orson Scott Card lauds “Serenity” as film sci-fi
finally done right * Writer and comedian Natalie Haynes reveals the real feminist
savvy of the “Firefly” universe: the girls get the guns and the gags * Pop culture
critic Michael Marano connects damaged, ass-kicking River to the other
weaponized women of the Whedonverse * Multiverse executive producer Corey
Bridges explains why the world of “Firefly” is the perfect setting for an MMORPG *
Mutant Enemy’s visual effects wizard Loni Peristere relates what he’s learned from
Joss about telling stories, and tells a story of his own about Serenity’s design *
Television Without Pity recapper Jacob Clifton frames “Serenity” as a parable about
media: how it controls us, how we can control it and how to separate the signal
from the noise * And Nathan Fillion, “Firefly” and “Serenity’s” Captain Malcolm
Reynolds, shares his affinity for Mal and his love of Mal’s ship and crew.

Firefly: Generations
The official follow-up to the critically acclaimed hit film Serenity, that sees the band
of space outlaws scattered to the far ends of the universe, on the run from the
Alliance From the heart of the Whedonverse comes the next chapter of Firefly!
Picking up where the critically acclaimed film Serenity left off, the ‘Verse is on the
brink of war, and Captain Mal and his crew are on the run from the Alliance and an
old, unstoppable foe. Babies are born, friends are lost, and there’s a new sheriff in
town to lead the Browncoats into battle. With the crew scattered to the far ends of
the ‘Verse, it’ll take quite a gamble to pull them back together . . . but when the
chips are down, never bet against Captain Malcolm Reynolds! Contains: * Leaves
on the Wind #1-6 * “The Warrior and the Wind” * No Power in the ‘Verse #1-6

Firefly
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In a follow-up to the film "Serenity," Malcolm and his crew are separated after
revealing the crimes undertaken by the Alliance, and River must lead the former
Browncoats on a dangerous mission that, with hope, will reunite them.

Sherlock Holmes: The Thinking Engine
Kicking off a new Firefly epic, discover the secret history of Mal and his mother,and
a new brewing war to end all wars from New York Times bestselling writer Greg Pak
(Star Wars, X-Men), and artists Davide Gianfelice (Wolverine: Weapon X) and Lalit
Kumar Sharma (Daredevil). Mal has handed himself into the Alliancebut it turns out
he’s not the one they want. The infamous Ma Reynolds—that’s Mal’s mom—is at
the top of the Alliance’s Most Wanted, and if Mal doesn’t get to her first, the
Alliance will! Collects Firefly: The Outlaw Ma Reynolds #1 and Firefly #13-15.

Firefly Legacy Edition Book Two
Presenting a series of essays about the cancelled television program "Firefly,"
discussing the cult appeal of its characters, the difficulties of its plot, and the
conflict between its creator and television executives which caused its run to be
short-lived.

Serenity: No Power in the 'Verse
It is 1895, and Sherlock Holmes’s new client is a High Court judge, whose freespirited daughter has disappeared without a trace. Holmes and Watson discover
that the missing woman—Hannah Woolfson—was herself on the trail of a missing
person, her close friend Sophia. Sophia was recruited to a group known as the
Elysians, a quasi-religious sect obsessed with Ancient Greek myths and rituals, run
by the charismatic Sir Philip Buchanan. Hannah has joined the Elysians under an
assumed name, convinced that her friend has been murdered. Holmes agrees that
she should continue as his agent within the secretive yet seemingly harmless cult,
yet Watson is convinced Hannah is in terrible danger. For Sir Philip has dreams of
improving humanity through classical ideals, and at any cost…

Firefly - The Ghost Machine
Tough times haven't ended for Mal Reynolds and his crew aboard the Serenity.
When a call for help to find a missing friend takes them to an Alliance post on the
Outer Rim, they encounter a new force building strength to fight the battle of the
Browncoats--soon leading the crewmembers to question their individual values . . .
Discovering that their friend is in Alliance custody and that an Alliance Operative is
on the way, Mal concentrates his energy on the problem at hand and strikes an
uneasy partnership for a daring rescue. But this is only the beginning of the story.
Success will be when the Serenity's crew makes it off this planet alive and all
accounted for . . . Georges Jeanty (Buffy Season 8, Season 9, Serenity) returns to
the 'verse! iZombie creator Chris Roberson writes the continuing adventures of Mal
and the crew. Follows the film Serenity, and the comics series Serenity: Leaves on
the Wind. Executive Producer Joss Whedon! Collects: Serenity No Power in the
'Verse #1-6, and Free Comic Book Day 2016 "Serenity: The Warrior and the Wind"
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Firefly Original Graphic Novel: Watch How I Soar
Cook your way across the 'Verse using over 70 recipes inspired by Joss Whedon's
cult TV show with Firefly: The Big Damn Cookbook. Treat your friends, family, and
crew with Firefly: The Big Damn Cookbook. Featuring 70 recipes inspired by the
cult television show and illustrated with gorgeous full-color photography, you'll
never have to settle for protein blocks again. From Simon's protein birthday cake
to River's problematic ice planet, this collection of recipes will keep you and your
fellow Browncoats well fed even on your longest smuggling runs. Also Includes *
Mudder's milk * Zoe's 'Wife Soup' * Fresh bao * Southdown Abbey couscous *
Gunpowder gimlet * Fruity oaty bars * Mama Reynold's shoofly pie

Firefly Encyclopedia
THE TRUTH ABOUT MAL REYNOLDS’ PAST IS REVEALED. Captain Mal Reynolds
thought he could outrun his past, but when a simple mission goes wrong, he’s
forced to confront it in the form of the Unificators, mercenaries deputized to hunt
down war criminalsand they’ve got Mal and Zoe at the top of their list! War can
make villains of even the best men, and Mal’s quest for redemption will put him at
odds with his own crew, forcing him to make a choice: fix the past or fight for the
future. Fans have demanded it for years and now the definitive story of the
Unification War—the intergalactic civil war that divided friends and family alike—is
told at last in this official continuation of the hit Firefly television series. New York
Times best-selling writer Greg Pak (Star Wars, Mech Cadet Yu) and artist Dan
McDaid (Judge Dredd), along with series creator & story consultant Joss Whedon
(the visionary writer/director behind Buffy The Vampire Slayer, Marvel’s The
Avengers and more), take you back to the battleground where it all beganand
reveal a secret history that might end it all. Collects Firefly #1-12, plus an
exclusive short story not available anywhere else!

Serenity
The first original novel tying into the critically acclaimed and much-missed Firefly
series from creator Joss Whedon. Captain Malcolm Reynolds is kidnapped by a
bunch of embittered veteran Browncoats who suspect him of sabotaging the
Independents during the war. As the rest of the crew struggle to locate him, Mal is
placed on trial for his life, fighting compelling evidence that someone did indeed
betray them to the Alliance all those years ago. Mal must prove his innocence, but
his captors are desperate and destitute, and will settle for nothing less than the
culprit's blood.

Firefly
BOOM! Studios, along with visionary writer and director Joss Whedon (Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, The Avengers), presents an all-new era of the pop culture
phenomenon Firefly, as one of the most demanded stories in the franchise’s
history is revealed for the first time! Focusing on family, loyalty, identity, and the
price of redemption, writer Greg Pak (Mech Cadet Yu, Totally Awesome Hulk) and
artist Dan McDaid (Judge Dredd: Mega City Zero) take you back to the battleground
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where Mal’s journey began—the War of Unification!

Firefly: New Sheriff in the 'Verse Vol. 1
Gideon Coxall was a good soldier but bad at everything else, until a roadside
explosive device leaves him with one deaf ear and a British Army half-pension. So
when he hears about the Valhalla Project, it’s like a dream come true. They’re
recruiting former service personnel for excellent pay, no questions asked, to take
part in unspecified combat operations. The last thing Gid expects is to find himself
fighting alongside ancient Viking gods. The world is in the grip of one of the worst
winters it has ever known, and Ragnarok – the fabled final conflict of the Sagas – is
looming.

Provender Gleed
One of Serenity's greatest mysteries is finally revealed in The Shepherd's Tale,
filling in the life of one of the show's most beloved characters—Shepherd Book!
Who was Book before meeting Mal and the rest of the Serenity crew? How did he
become one of their most trusted allies? And how did he find God in a bowl of
soup? Answers to these and more questions about Book's past are uncovered in
this original graphic novel by rising stars Zack Whedon (Dr. Horrible, Terminator,
Fringe) and Chris Samnee (Blackest Night: Tales of the Corps, Daredevil). A pivotal
chapter in the ongoing Serenity saga, The Shepherd's Tale is also a rollicking,
action-packed epic in its own right! • "Dark Horse's Serenity displays the key
ingredients of the series in a substantial and entertaining
way."—BrokenFrontier.com

Beauty & the Beast: Some Gave All
The fourth original novel tying into the critically acclaimed and much-missed Firefly
series from creator Joss Whedon. Mal and the crew take receipt of a sealed crate
which they are being paid to transport to Badger, no questions asked. Yet once
their cargo is safely stowed aboard, River insists Mal should "space" it out of the
airlock, for it contains, she insists, ghosts. With supplies running low, the crew
desperately need another pay day, but soon find themselves paralysed by
hallucinations of their deepest hopes and desires, so vivid they cannot be
distinguished from reality. River is the only one unaffected, and desperately tries
to awaken her crew mates, while the fantasies turn sour, and the ship begins to
spin out of control.

Firefly: The Unification War Deluxe Edition
Man vs Machine it is 1895, and Sherlock Holmes is settling back into life as a
consulting detective at 221B Baker Street, when he and Watson learn of strange
goings-on amidst the dreaming spires of Oxford. A Professor Quantock has built a
wondrous computational device, which he claims is capable of analytical thought
to rival the cleverest men alive. Naturally Sherlock Holmes cannot ignore this
challenge. He and Watson travel to Oxford, where a battle of wits ensues between
the great detective and his mechanical counterpart as they compete to see which
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of them can be first to solve a series of crimes, from a bloody murder to a missing
athlete. But as man and machine vie for supremacy, it becomes clear that the
Thinking Engine has its own agenda

Finding Serenity
When her heart is stolen by a seductive stranger, a young woman is swept away to
a house atop a mountain of blood-red clay: a place filled with secrets that will
haunt her forever. Between desire and darkness, between mystery and madness,
lies the truth behind Crimson Peak. From acclaimed director Guillermo del Toro.
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